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RISING POPULATION: DISASTROUS DIVIDEND
Relevant for: Geography | Topic: Demography of the World - Growth of Population
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In a dubious first, India is set to become the most populous nation in 2027, surpassing China,
according to an estimation by the United Nation’s Department of Economic and Social Affairs.
India’s population has been growing at a much faster rate than China’s, with the poorer regions
contributing the most to that growth. India’s population has ballooned from 555.2 million in 1970
to 1,366.4 million now, a 146 per cent expansion. In comparison, China’s population grew at
about half that pace (73 per cent) from 827.6 million to 1,433.7 million, during the same period,
largely on account of undemocratic decisions such as one-child policy. China saw its total fertility
rate (average number of children per woman) decline from 6.30 in 1965-70 to 5.41 in 1970-75
after the two-child policy was introduced and fell further after the one-child policy was
implemented. The country’s fertility rate is currently at 1.69. In contrast, in India, the total fertility
rate declined from 5.7 in 1965-70 to 4.85 in 1970-75, the initial years of the “hum do, hamare do”
population control campaign. India’s fertility rate is currently at about 2.24, with wide variations
across States — it stands at 1.6 in Tamil Nadu and West Bengal and at 3.3 in Bihar and 3.1 in
Uttar Pradesh. The fertility rate in the rural areas is much higher than in the urban areas. The
silver lining here is that the median age of India’s population will be 28.43 years in 2020
compared to 38.4 years in China.

India’s growing population poses more challenges than opportunities. To begin with, the country
will need to invest in augmenting its education and healthcare system, grow more food, provide
more housing, sharply increase its drinking water supply and add capacity to basic
infrastructure, such as roads, transport, electricity and sewage to provide a minimum quality of
life to every citizen. To fund all that expansion, the nation needs to raise resources through
taxation and other means. Even if less than five million people are entering the workforce every
year (and not 12 million as claimed by some), employing them at a decent wage is a tall order.
Given this scenario, it makes sense to implement a ‘universal basic income’ as a social safety
valve, for which tax compliance needs to improve. Managing forest and water resources for
future generations must assume centrestage in policy-making, calling for a paradigm shift in the
notion of development.

The nation needs to find ways to contain growth of population without use of coercion. The poor,
populous northern States must make concerted advances in women’s literacy, health and
participation in the workforce, emulating the achievements of the southern States. This calls for
a socio-cultural challenge to patriarchal mores.
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I am a pensioner with taxable income. I hold a couple of NCDs (and no other bank FDs) for a
value of 4 lakh, ...

Beware of the pitfalls of settling only the ‘minimum amount due’ on your credit card bill

The risk in equity funds is that your investment may not earn you the expected return

Thanks to Gully Boy, the Hindi heartland may have woken up to the raw energy of rap only now.
Down south, a ...

It’s the 33rd anniversary of Diego Maradona’s ‘Hand of God’ goal, and therefore the perfect
occasion for a ...

“What’s all this shiny stuff?” Bins asks. It looks like bubble wrap made of shiny mirror-plastic. “It’s
from ...

The daughter of Babur and author of Humayun-nama not only wrote history as a woman but
lived it, too

Thailand is a good bridge for modern retail in India, believes Tanit Chearavanont, MD of LOTS
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How do consumers respond when their favourite brands get into trouble?

 P&G India roared at Cannes, winning four lions for its Vicks ‘One in a Million’ #TouchOfCare
campaign.

IHCL is on a regeneration exercise. Will it regain its standing as the crown jewel in the Tata
group ...

Just like the flash floods, the scorching drought in Chennai is also a product of perverse urban
development ...

The delay in the onset of the South-West monsoon could well be the last straw for Hyderabad to
get into a ...

The residents of Palace Orchard Cooperative Housing Society in Undri area of Pune shell out
35- 40 lakh per ...

Hopping on to a truck carrying consumer durables from Sriperumbudur to Bhiwandi, N
Madhavan discovers how GST, ...
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